Multiplets and terms of the. qu~rtet, sextet, and octet systems are reported for the first spectrum of Tc . . The combll1atlOns of 20 terms com p osed of 63 atomic ene rgy leve ls account for 200 TCI lines and 66 percen t of the total observed intensity s ummed for 1 300 lines. '
I. Introduction
In 1922 Catalan [1) 1 discovered , in the spectrum of manganese, that certain groups of lines having the sam e character are related by very exact numeri cal separations, and h e suggested that the word" multiplet" be used to denote such groups. Since tha t time the sear ch for mul ti plets in all atomic spectra has been th e chief objective of sp ectrum analysis. This search , aided b y the quantum theory, h as resulted in present-day information concerning spectral terms, atomic structures, ionization po ten tials, and many other proper ties of atoms, of ions, a nd of atomic nuclei. The purpose of this paper is to report on information of this type dcri ved from preliminary analyses of t h e first two spectra of technetium, the most recently di scover ed chemical homolog of man ganese.
This ?h emieal ~lement was predicted in 1869, by Mendeleeff who found t hat when the then-known chemical elements were arranged in order of increasing atomic weigh ts, th eir maximum chemical valencies exhibited periodici ties, with gaps sugges ting t wo unknown homologs of man ganese. In 1925 Noddack and Tacke [2) annou nced th e di scovery of both of these elemen ts and proposed for them the names "masurium" and " rhenium. " Rhenium soon became 3:vailable in abundance, and in 1931 M eggers publIshed a preliminary description of its ar c spectrum, also reporting multiplets, atomic energy levels and t he ionization potential for R e 1. The separati~n of masurium from natural minerals has n ever b een repeated or confirmed, but the elemen t in ques tion has recently been produced artificially either by transmutation of molybdenum [3] or by fission of uranium [4) . This artificial elem ent was named [5) technetium (symbol T c) . A preliminary d escrip tion of ~he arc and sP3:rk spectra of T c by M egger s and Scnbner l6) constItutes th e material in which t he first multiplets and spectral terms of T c were found .
The basic spectral data consist of measured wavelengths and estimated relative intensities of more than 2,200 radiations characteristic of Tc atoms and 1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at t he end of this paper.
1
ions. These spectral lines are divided into two classes, one (T c I) characteris tic of neutral T c atoms, and. the other (T c II) of singly ionized atom s. A conSIderable numb er of T c lines were observed to b e complex (c) with hy per:fine structure, and many were hazy (h) in th e spark spectrograms. Oth er cri teria, such as r eversibility, pressure displacemen t, temperature classification, and Zeeman effect, which are ex tre~lely h elpful in the analyses of complex spectra, arc stIll wholly lacking for T c line . In the ab ence of these aids it migh t appear presumptuous to attempt th e analyses of Tc spectra, but fortunately these spectra are so well-observed and orthodox that th e principal multiplets could be identified without difficulty. The first guiding prin ciples in th e search for T c multiplets wer e th e interval and intensity rules, assuming that LS-coupling controls Lhe op tical electrons . The second clues to T c mul tiplets cam e from comparisons of analogous Nin and T c spectr a as regards term intervals, term magni t udes, and electron configurations. Under these conditions a reliable list of lines, wavelengths, and inten i ties will yield atomic information, provided that the observed ~p e~tral region and range arc righ t. This tatem ent IS illustrated by the atomic information derived from th e analyses of T c I and T c II spectra.
II. First Spectrum of Technetium, Tc I
Tc I Multiplets
The observed da ta of th e T c I spectrum comprise about 1,300 lines ' with wavelengths ranging from 2324 .57 to 8829.80 A , and estimated intensities ranging from 1 to 500. Vacuum wave numbers corresponding to th e m easured wavelengths of Tc I lines were obtained from Kayser 's Tabelle del' Schwingungszahlen [7) . Like other first spectra of m etals, the T c I spectrum is weak in the ultraviolet, strong in th e short-wave visible and adjacent ultra-:violet, and lacks lines of high intensity in the near mfrared. My search for multiplets in this spectrum began with the identifica tion of a group of three lines (a 6S2). '2-z6 p o3 
This assumption was confirmed by the establishment of e sS and e sD, which give with z spo the strongest lines in the octet system. The principal multiplets of the Tc I spectrum are displayed in tables 1, 2, and 3, where the term symbols and values (relative to a 6S2~= 0.0 ) are shown at the top and left. Differences of these level values are entered in the body of the table where the levels intersect. These numbers are the actual wave numbers of all lines permitted by the selection rule .1J = 0, ± 1. The observed wavelengths and intensities (parentheses) appear directly above the wave numbers. The average difference between computed and observed wave numbers is ± 0.06 em-I, which proves that the measured wavelengths of these Tc lines are rarely in error by more than 0.01 A in relative value. The total number of permitted lines in tables 1, 2, 3 is 240, whereas the number of observed lines is 200. In a few cases the unobserved Tc I lines are obscured by Tc II, by impurity, or by strong copper lines, but in most cases the absence of predicted combinations is explained by the fact that they are either weak intersys tem transitions or double-electron jumps. One line 4145.0 A is doubly classified; the calculated components are separated by 1 cm-I but were not resolved because of unequal in tensi ties. Although th e 200 cla ified lines presen ted h er e comprise only 15 per cent of the total numb er of T c I lines, they account for 66 percent of the total intensity, summed for 1,300 obser ved lines.
Tc I Spectral Terms
The Tc I multiplets in tables 1, 2, 3 result from combinations of 20 spectral t erms embracing 63 atomic energy levels that are arrayed in table 4 alongside th e analogous terms and levels belonging t o the Mn I spectrum [8] . The electron configurations in column 1 apply to Mn I; for T c I th e principal quantum numbers must be incr eased by one unit . N aturally, the intervals, between levels of complex terms are larger in T c than in Mn, but the algebraic signs, with few exceptions, are the sam e. A plus sign means that the t erm is r egular, minu means inverted. The Mn I t erms are arranged in order of increasing magnitude of levels h aving the largest J but the analogus T c I t erms depart from this order because the sixth d-type electron is mor e firmly bound in T c than in Mn. Thus, in M n I 3d 6 48 6D 4J.1 is 17052 .3 cm-I above th e ground state 3d 5 48 2 6S2J.1, wh ereas in T c I 4d 6 58 6D 4J.1 is only 2572.9 em-I above zero. Sim ilarly, th e associated 4D a~ levels ar e, r espectively, 23296.7 an d 10516.5 em -I above zero. I t appear s th at term from configura tions containing six d-electr ons arc displaced abo u t 13,000 em-I, wher eas those from coniigurations with five d-electrons arc displaced only about 2,000 cm-I . These displacemen ts arc shown in the last column of table 4 ; th ey served as a gui de in assigning T c I terms to the electr on configurations in th e fiTst column. After th e relative energie of d n 8 and d n -I 8 2 had been determined for T c as described above, it was called to my attention that an approximate value of this differen ce was predicted in J928 by Gibbs and White [9] . ' D epartures from the Lande interval rule occur in bot h spectra, but th ey are occasionally much great er in T c I than in Mn I. For example, the interval b etween the two largest J values of z 6F o is abnorm ally small in T c I , and x 6P O is only partially inverted in T c I. D espi te careful search the J= 3 >~ level of y 6P O could not be found . The intervals in y 6D o ar e extrem ely irregular in both spectra. On t h e whole, both term intervals and line intensities inclicate that, to a large degree, t h e optical electrons of T c atoms obey LS-coupling. It is planned to test t his by observing the Zeeman effect , and incidentally t o ch eck the proposed designations of T c atomi c energy levels .
. First Ionization Potentia l of Tc
If two or more spectral terms form a R ydberg series, that series may b e extrapola ted to a limiting wave number t h at r epresents th e energy of binding of t he last bound elec tron. In complex atoms, such as those under discussion, th e number of excited states is r elatively large in successive sh ells, and the transitions from high t erms in series either give faint lines or arc not observed. However , as long ago as 1894, Kayser and Runge [10] Assuming that 1 electron volt = 8067 .5 cm-I, this value of the deepest term in the Te I spectrum corresponds to an ionization potential of 7.47 electron volts .
Experience tells us that extrapolation of a twoterm Rydberg series generally leads to a slightly t oo-large value for the limit, which is more accurateiy given by a Ritz formula of the typ e JI = L -R(n+ J. L + OIT)2. In th e spectral series for 37Rb, 46Pd, and 47 Ag the Ritz correction 01 h as an average value of 2.0X 10-6 . Assuming that t his correction is valid also for 43T c, the absolute value of the a 682~ t erm of T c I is found to b e 60070 cm-I and the COITesponding ionization po tential is 60070/8 067. 5= 7.45 electron volts.
III. Second Spectrum of Technetium, Tc II
Tc II Multiplets
Wit hin th e wavelength limits 2261.30 A and 4434 .96 A about 800 spectral lines have been definitely identified as b elonging t o singly ionized T c a toms, th e T c II spectrum. The short-wave limit was imposed by t he smallnes of t he T c sample and by t he declining efficiency of photographic plates and spectrograph employed in r ecording t he spark spectrum. The paucity of enhan ced T c II lines in t he visible sp ectrum is r espon ible for the long-wave limit of observation. The m easured vvavelengths of T c II lines wer e converted to vacuum wave numbers with Kayser 's [7] T abelle del' Schwingungszahlen. between a 783 and a 582, and to the fact that the intervals in the z 5p O term are almost exactlv in the ratio 3 to 2 as required by the Lande interval rule.
In the Mn II spectrum the second metastable state is 3d 6 a 5D , which combines with 3d 5 4p z 5pO to produce a prominent multiplet in the ultraviolet (3 441.98 to 3497.53 A). The analogous multiplet of T c II lines was sough t with the aid of th e z 5p O intervals, 240.5 and 163.6 cm-I . In view of the stronger binding of d-type electrons in the Tc I spectrum, tIllS T c II multiplet must be expected to lie farther in the ultraviolet. Failure to find it among the observed lines forced the conclusion that in Tc II the term . a 5D has lower energy than a 78, and that the multiplet under discussion will therefore have wavelengths outside the present limit of observation of T c spectra. Until this multiplet is observed it is impossible to give t he correct· values of Tc II terms in table 6 relative to the normal state a 5D = 0.0; tills uncertainty is expressed by x. Further progress in the analysis and interpretation of the second spectrum of technetium would be greatly facilitated by extending the observations to both shorter and longer waves than the present limits.
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